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Learning Objectives

– Discuss reasons for conflict in our 
lives

– Creative approaches to a resolution 
framework

– Preparation for ‘the discussion’
– Focus on problem solving
– Review of practical tools



Conflict at work, at home, at Zonta

} It is much easier to 
ignore conflict and play 
ostrich.



Sources of Conflict in Zonta

– Differing work styles
– Lack of communication
– Lack of access to information
– Lack of resources
– Competing deadlines
– Personality clashes
– ‘Under-use’ of common sense



• “A compassionate soul will 
travel great distances and scale 
high walls in order to 
understand another point of 
view.”

• ~ 
Anonymous



Interest-based resolution

• Respects individual differences
• Avoids becoming ‘entrenched’ in fixed 

position
• Focuses on win-win solutions
• Separates issue from person
• Understand interests of all parties



Win-Lose vs. Win-Win

Win-Lose (fixed position)
• Me vs. you
• Us vs. them
• Competition / mistrust
Decision by
• Compromise
• Pressure
• Coercion
• Manipulation

Win-Win (interest based)
• Us vs. the problem
• Collaboration & openness
Decision based upon
• Exploration
• Fairness 
• Mutual interests
• Agreement



7 Steps to Deal with Conflict

1. State how you see the situation and your feelings
2. Focus on the issue not the person
3. Explain how the problem affects them, you and others or performance 

(remember common interests)
4. Reassure desire to resolve issue
5. Ask for the other person’s point of view & listen to their viewpoint
6. Ask for a solution. Explore and discuss possible solutions. (Come up 

with a common interest solution)
7. Get a commitment and give a commitment (be specific)



4 “F” words to use during conflict

• Fight
• Friend
• Face
• Forget



Hard on Issues, Soft on People

– Focus on the issue not the person

– Focus on common interests

– Appeal to shared common interests when you have a 
conflict

– Use the shared common interests to find a solution

– Be solution-focused



Benefits of Conflict Management

– Causes people to listen to differing viewpoints and 
consider new ideas

– Enables people to increase their alternatives and 
potential paths

– Results in increased participation and more ownership 
of and commitment to the decisions and goals of the 
group or person



Preparing for that difficult conversation

• Prepare!
• Write a script out
• Practice
• Go into the conversation with a positive attitude
• Use ORID questions/ statements
– Objective
– Reflective
– Interpretive 
– Decisional



Difficult People or Difficult Situations

• Change facts or change attitude
• Explore expectations vs. reality
• Continuum of consensus
• Demonstrate leadership
• Options
– Change them
– Avoid them
– Change the situation
– Change yourself



• “A great attitude does much more 
than turn on the lights in our worlds; 
it seems to magically connect us to 
all sorts of serendipitous 
opportunities that were somehow 
absent before we changed.”  ~ Earl 
Nightingale
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Communications

• Listen
– Gather information
– Do not interrupt
– Attend to what is being said
– Attend to non-verbal messages

• Suspend evaluative comments
• Don’t attempt to reason 
• Do not correct errors of fact
• Hold off contradictory opinions



After the ‘vent’
• Ask what they want
• Ask clarifying questions
• Paraphrase their problem  - concur with 

assessment
• Ask if that is everything
• If not – keep asking questions until it is all
• Accept influence when it is warranted
• Use a respectful voice
• Watch your own body language



Helping you have healthier relationships

• Acknowledge your mistakes
• Apologize promptly and properly
• Forgive and let go
• Adjust your own expectations
• Drop the blame game
• Don’t judge others by your own standards
• Listen actively
• Dump resentments
• Give credit where credit is due



Tips to Encourage Meaningful Conflict

– Create a cultural norm where conflict 
around ideas is tolerated – personal attacks 
are not

– Continued training in healthy conflict and 
problem solving skills

– Be aware of signs that a conflict about a 
solution is getting out of hand and act 
accordingly



Summary

– Give and receive respect
– Be willing to listen when your colleagues want 

to talk
– Step in when you witness disrespectful conduct 

that damages a staff member’s dignity and self-
respect

– Model the kind of behaviour you want to see –
lead by example

– Exercise personal courage and accountability



Conclusion – basics from kindergarten

> Share everything. 
> Play fair. 
> Don't hit people. 
> Put things back where you found them. 
> Clean up your own mess. 
> Don't take things that aren't yours. 
> Say you're sorry when you hurt somebody. 
> Live a balanced life - learn some and think some and draw 

and paint and sing and dance and play and work every day 
some. 

> When you go out in the world, watch out for traffic, hold 
hands and stick together. 


